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Abstract
Objective: Failed attempts at peripheral i.v. cannula (PIVC) insertion in
the ED are common. The psychological, physical and economic impact
of these failures is signiﬁcant. We
sought to explore whether clinicians
of differing experience levels can predict their own likelihood (clinician
‘gestalt’) of ﬁrst-time cannula insertion success on any given patient.
Methods: Data analyses from a prospective self-reported study assessing
risk factors for ﬁrst-time insertion
success in a tertiary adult ED. We
constructed and compared two
simple theoretical clinical decision
algorithms in an attempt to improve
ﬁrst-time PIVC insertion success rates.
Results: This best algorithm identiﬁed a subgroup of 18% of the total
PIVC population at higher risk of
failure. This 18% comprised 57% of
all PIVC failures, and implementation would result in a relative risk
reduction of PIVC failure by 31%.
Conclusions: When applied to our
sample population, an algorithm
relying on clinician gestalt to identify
patients at high risk of PIVC failure
had the greatest potential impact.

These patients would be referred to
expert PIVC inserters prior to, rather
than after, failed attempts.
Key words: catheter, failure, insertion, intravenous, prevention.

Introduction
‘Gestalt’ states that our minds organise information to a global perception, rather than by assessing each
individual element. In other words,
‘The whole is greater than the sum
of its parts’. In the clinical realm, it
is the synthesis of intuition, with
what is often a subconscious analytical approach, to reach a conclusion
that may be better than summating
each individual element.1,2
The hypothesis on which this study
and paper rests is that a clinician’s
gestalt, regarding the likelihood of
their own success in achieving
ﬁrst-attempt peripheral i.v. cannula
(PIVC) placement in a particular
patient, is a better predictor than
attempting to systematically analyse
the myriad complex individual components that may contribute to the
success or failure in that given case.
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Key ﬁndings
• Clinicians with varying levels
of expertise can prospectively
predict how likely they are to
be successful in placing a
PIVC on the ﬁrst attempt in
any given patient.
• The ‘clinical gestalt’ appears
to be better than using a combination of objective measures
aimed at identifying patients
in whom PIVC insertion will
be difﬁcult.
• An algorithm aimed at reducing
failed PIVC insertion attempts
has been created. It uses clinician gestalt as the major factor
is determining whether a clinician should attempt PIVC insertion themselves, or refer to a
more experienced operator.

First-time PIVC insertion success
rates in the literature are varied
and range from 18 to 98%.2–5
Both clinician and patient factors
contribute
to
PIVC
insertion
difﬁculty.5–9 The major operator
factor is previous PIVC insertion
experience.7,8 Australian EDs have
PIVC inserters ranging from novice
students to highly experienced,
ultrasound-trained emergency physicians. Patient factors associated with
higher failure rates include clinical
factors like hypovolaemia, recent
chemotherapy and i.v. drug use and
anatomical factors such as extremes
of body mass index; skin shade; and
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the number, presence and size of
visible and palpable veins.3,5,9–11
The ED is widely regarded as a
clinical environment where junior
clinicians develop procedural competency in a real-world setting.12–16 In
addition, PIVC insertion is often
considered a simple task and a poor
use of senior clinician time. As a
result of both these factors, PIVC
insertion is frequently allocated to
junior practitioners. It is acknowledged that two failed attempts constitutes a difﬁcult PIVC insertion,
and this, together with the limited
availability of senior clinicians,
means repeated failed attempts prior
to more senior intervention is
commonplace.17–20
In emergency medicine literature,
there has been recent recognition of
the importance of PIVC placement,21
the distress it can cause patients,22
the associated costs23 and potential
complications,24 leading to renewed
enthusiasm and focus on improving
performance.
Identifying patients where difﬁculty with PIVC insertion is anticipated prior to a failed attempt would
enable earlier expert intervention.
This could save time and expense as
well as avoid the physical and psychological morbidity associated with
multiple failed attempts at PIVC
insertion.

Materials and methods
Study design
This study used data from a prospective cohort study conducted from
11 December 2013 to 3 January
2014. That study aimed to identify
factors associated with ﬁrst-time
insertion success.25 The Sir Charles
Gairdner Hospital human research
ethics committee approved the study
as a Quality Initiative (QI3065).
This study was designed to address
the following questions:
• Is clinician ‘gestalt’ accurate in
estimating the likelihood of ﬁrsttime cannulation success in any
given patient?
• What other factors predict initial
PIVC placement success or failure
in an adult ED population?

• What is the difference between a
clinical decision algorithm incorporating clinician gestalt with
one based on objective clinician,
patient and vessel factors?

Study setting and population
This study took place in the ED of
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, an
adult metropolitan tertiary hospital
in Western Australia. Approximately
64 000 patients present to the ED
annually, and there is a 55% admission rate. A total of 33 228 PIVC
insertions were recorded on the ED
Information System in 2012–2013.
In this ED, PIVCs are inserted predominantly by medical staff and
occasionally by nursing staff.

Data collection
The PIVC survey data collection
form was designed to allow selfreport by the PIVC inserter. It was
based on a review of the literature
related to vascular access difﬁculty.
Studies that had previously identiﬁed factors associated with difﬁcult
insertion were examined. Senior ED
clinicians assessed face validity so
that the document was clinically
relevant and practical for use in the
ED. It had two sections, a preinsertion and post-insertion section,
to be completed before and after
the attempt at PIVC insertion,
respectively (for information on
exact data collected see Fig. S1).
Medical and nursing staff of all
levels received education regarding
the study and data collection. Each
of the 12 PIVC trolleys had custommade form holders attached in a
prominent position. These had separate compartments for blank and
completed forms.
Completion was encouraged but
ultimately optional. Prior to a cannulation attempt, the pre-insertion
page of the form was completed by
the operator. After the PIVC
attempt, the post-insertion page was
completed and the form stored in the
appropriate container. Every morning, completed forms were collected
and details entered into a database.
After 24 days, the data collection
phase ended. The time period chosen

coincided with the last few weeks of
the junior doctor annual rotation.
This meant the junior doctors were
familiar with their role in the ED,
more comfortable about PIVC insertion and, it was felt, more likely to
complete a non-compulsory data
collection form.

Data analysis
Completed forms were collated and
data entered into SPSS for statistical
analysis.
Where key data points were missing, cases were excluded from the
analysis. To maintain the maximal
patient inclusion, each calculation
was completed with the entire sample that documented relevant data
points. For example, in 0.5% of
the study population, there was
failure to document whether the
ﬁrst attempt was a success or failure,
and
subsequently,
these
patients were excluded from calculations. The overall ﬁrst-time success rate was therefore presented as
a proportion of the 99.5%, with
documentation of ﬁrst-time PIVC
insertion success. Of the study population, 6.7% did not document
the clinician experience level. Calculations focusing on clinician
experience were thus based on the
remaining 93.3% of the study sample. This method was used throughout; where key data points were
missing, cases were excluded from
the analysis. The proportion of
missing data for each calculation is
detailed in the Results section.
Datasets with conﬁdence intervals
were calculated, and data are presented in tabulated form.

Clinical decision algorithm
creation
Two clinical decision algorithms
aimed at identifying subgroups of
patients with high risk of PIVC insertion failure were constructed. Any
factor associated with a rate of ﬁrsttime PIVC insertion success of <75%
was identiﬁed (Table 1), and these
factors were used to create the algorithms (Figs 2,3). The gestalt algorithm used clinician experience and
their prediction of PIVC success as
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TABLE 1.

Clinician’s predicted versus actual ﬁrst-attempt PIVC insertion success rate by experience level†

Clinician’s Beginner (<100 PIVC insertions)
conﬁdence
at ﬁrstSuccess rate
attempt
First-time
95% conﬁdence
success
success rate
interval

Intermediate (100–800 PIVC
insertions) ﬁrst-time success

First-time
success rate

Success rate
95% conﬁdence
interval

Experienced (>800 PIVC
insertions) ﬁrst-time success
Success rate
95% conﬁdence
interval

First-time
success rate

—

50% (5/10)

(18.7%, 81.3%)

50–59%

55.6% (5/9)

(21.2%, 86.3%)

57.6% (19/33)

(39.2%, 74.5%)

60–69%

50.0% (2/4)

(6.8%, 93.2%)

44.4% (4/9)

(13.7%, 78.8%)

81.8% (9/11)

(48.2%, 97.7%)

70–79%

58.3% (7/12)

(27.7%, 84.8%)

83.8% (62/74)

(73.4%, 91.3%)

86.8% (46/53)

(74.7%, 94.5%)

80–89%

63.6% (7/11)

(30.8%, 89.1%)

93.1% (27/29)

(77.2%, 99.2%)

91.7% (44/48)

(80.0%, 97.7%)

<50%

0

12.5% (1/8)
50% (14/28)

(0.3%, 52.7%)
(30.6%, 69.4%)

90–100% 90.9% (10/11)

(58.7%, 99.8%)

95.7% (134/140)

(90.9%, 98.4%)

97.4% (190/195)

(94.1%, 99.2%)

Overall

(50.7%, 79.1%)

85.1% (251/295)

(80.5%, 88.9%)

88.6% (304/343)

(84.8%, 91.8%)

66.0% (31/47)

†Missing data 49 of 734 (6.7%). PIVC, peripheral i.v. cannula.

Results
Overall ﬁrst-attempt PIVC
success
During the study period, 4433
patients attended the ED. A total of
734 patients were entered into the
study. Overall, there was an 86%
(626/730) ﬁrst-attempt PIVC insertion
success rate, with 10% (73/730)
requiring a second attempt, 3%
(22/730) needing three attempts and
0.4% (3/730) requiring four attempts
to achieve i.v. access. Four insertion
attempts (0.5%; 4/730) were abandoned. In 0.5% (4/734), key data
were missing, and these cases were
excluded from further calculations.

Clinician’s ‘gestalt’
Figure 1. Clinician’s predicted versus actual ﬁrst-attempt peripheral i.v. cannula
insertion success rate with 95% conﬁdence intervals (refer to Table S1 for additional
information).

the primary factor in creating the
algorithm. For the second algorithm,
objective measures of PIVC difﬁculty
were identiﬁed and then incorporated
into a separate clinical decision algorithm. Comparison of the two algorithms and their potential impact on
PIVC insertion using our dataset was
completed. For comparison of the
algorithms, it was assumed that

where patients were referred to more
expert operators, a ﬁrst-time insertion
success rate of 80% would be
achieved. This is felt to be a conservative estimate. The number of failed
cannulations that would potentially
be prevented by referring each subgroup was then calculated, and the
relative reduction in failed cannulation was also calculated.

Clinicians’ PIVC pre-attempt prediction of success rate and the ﬁnal outcomes are shown in Figure 1. The
accuracy of the prediction by inserter’s experience level is shown in
Table 1. This demonstrates that when
an operator of any experience level
predicts that their likelihood of PIVC
insertion success will be over 90%,
they are correct. In attempting to
identify groups where success rates
were below 75%, it was found that
where a beginner estimated their success would be below 90%, it was
below 75%; where an intermediate
estimated their success was below
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TABLE 2. Patient groups at high risk of PIVC ﬁrst-time insertion failure
Group identiﬁed
as having
a <75% chance
of successful
insertion
Gestalt

Objective

Success
at ﬁrstattempt
PIVC

Proportion of entire
sample

Expert
i.v. inserter
with <60%
prediction of
success

42%

Intermediate
i.v. inserter
with <70%
prediction of
success

54%

7.6%

Beginner
i.v. inserter
with <90%
prediction of
success

58%

5.3%

0 reasonable
sites

50%

2.5%

5.3%

Combine to
18.2%

% of all
failures
identiﬁed
56.6%

below 75% was identiﬁed as being
at high risk of failure and was considered further for inclusion in the
PIVC failure prevention algorithms
(Table 2).
Two separate potential PIVC algorithms were constructed, one relying
only on clinician prediction measures
or ‘gestalt’ and the other on objective
measures.

Gestalt PIVC insertion algorithm

No palpable vein

52%

3.7%

Emaciated

56%

2.6%

Intravenous
drug user

57%

2.9%

Size of target
vessel <2 mm

60%

5.0%

Recent attempts

64%

1.5%

Beginner PIVC
inserter

66%

6.9%

Dehydration

67%

2.9%

Skin abnormality

69%

3.6%

Many of
these
overlap.
Combine
to 22.4%

48.3%

PIVC, peripheral i.v. cannula.

70%, it was below 75%; and where
an experienced inserter estimated
their success would be below 60%, it
was below 75% (graphically demonstrated in Fig. S2).

Other factors
Numerous other factors potentially
contributing to PIVC insertion failure
were assessed. These included vessel
factors such as size of the target vessel,
the number of reasonable target sites,
the presence or absence of palpable or
visible veins and any recent prior

admissions requiring PIVC insertion.
Patient factors were also explored,
and patient size (obesity or emaciation), previous i.v. drug use, recent
chemotherapy, skin abnormality,
chronic disease, dehydration, agitation
and haemodynamic instability were all
considered (refer to Tables S2, S3 and
S4 for additional information).

PIVC clinical decision algorithm
construction
Any group where the subsequent
PIVC ﬁrst-attempt success rate was

A clinical PIVC decision algorithm
was developed that relied on clinicians’ experience level and their
prediction of their own likely success at a particular PIVC insertion (Fig. 2).
The algorithm uses a stepwise
approach, where the level of experience, as well as predictions of success, is taken into account. Where
the algorithm suggests referral to a
more experienced operator, referral
occurs in a stepwise sequence, to the
next most experienced group, rather
than being referred directly to the
department’s
most
experienced
operator – who may then become
inundated. A beginner would therefore refer to an intermediate practitioner, an intermediate to an
experienced and an experienced to
someone with ultrasound expertise.
The more experienced user could rerefer if they predicted they too were
likely to fail. To determine the
impact of the algorithm, it was
assumed that the more experienced
users would have an 80% success
rate (which is felt to be a conservative estimate).
In our sample, this algorithm identiﬁed 18% of sample population
who would need referral to a more
experienced user prior to a PIVC
attempt being made. This 18% comprised 57% of all failures, and
assuming a post-referral success rate
of 80%, 31% of all failures could be
prevented (Table 3).

Objective PIVC insertion
algorithm
An alternative algorithm took into
account only objective measures of
clinician experience, vessel and
patient data (Fig. 3).
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Experience
Level

Beginner
(<100 PIVC)

>90%
Clinician
prediction of
first attempt
PIVC success

Intermediate
(100-800 PIVC)

Proceed
Max 2
Attempts

>70%

OR

>60%

OR
Stop

<90%

Proceed
Max 2
Attempts

Expert
(>800 PIVC)

OR
Stop

Refer to
more
experienced

<70%

Proceed
Max 2
Attempts

Refer to
more
experienced

Stop

<60%

Refer to
ultrasound
competent

Figure 2. Algorithm to improve ﬁrst-attempt peripheral i.v. cannula success – relying
on clinician experience and their pre-attempt prediction of likelihood of success or
‘gestalt’.

From Table 2, it is evident there
are nine objective measures of PIVC
ﬁrst-attempt failure, where the subsequent rate of success is <75%. There
is considerable overlap in these factors, so patients often fulﬁlled more
than one of these categories. These
factors are integrated into the algorithm shown in Figure 3. As the factors are present no matter what level
the clinician, referral needs to be
directed to experts rather than in the
stepwise approach utilised in the
gestalt algorithm. As beginner inserters have an overall success rate of
<75%, strictly speaking, this algorithm should forbid them from performing any insertions. As the
‘learning’ environment of the ED
needs to be maintained, a compromise is to have them perform insertions only under supervision. Expert
users should attempt any insertion,
but if two failures occur, refer for
ultrasound guided insertion.

TABLE 3.

In our sample, this algorithm identiﬁed 22% of people who needed
referral to a more experienced user.
This 22% comprised 48% of all failures, and 17% of all failures could
then theoretically be prevented
(Table 3).

Discussion
Objective measures incorporating clinician experience, patient factors (like
extremes of body mass index, history
of i.v. drug use, diabetes) and vessel
factors (such as the absence of visible
and palpable veins) have previously
been demonstrated to correlate with
failed insertion attempts,9–11 and
many of these ﬁndings are reinforced
in our study. Unfortunately, difﬁcult
vascular access is usually multifactorial, and using single objective measures to deﬁne difﬁcult vascular
access cases prospectively only
identiﬁes a minority of cases. This

means that for an effective clinical
decision algorithm aimed at identifying difﬁcult PIVC patients,
numerous, often overlapping factors have to be identiﬁed.
Our results demonstrate that a clinician’s ‘gestalt’ or ‘gut feeling’ in predicting his or her own likelihood of
PIVC insertion success or failure is
remarkably accurate. As clinicians get
more experienced, a higher proportion of their patients ﬁt into
the >90% likely to achieve ﬁrstattempt PIVC success group, and this
is demonstrated in their actual success
rates. Presumably, the clinician integrates the numerous personal, patient
and vessel factors that play a part in
PIVC difﬁculty and can estimate his
or her own likely success at PIVC
insertion in any given case reliably
through tacit and/or intuitive reasoning. This thought mode, as Pelaccia
and colleagues argue, is consistent
with the recognition-primed decision
model that is based on previous
experiences in complex clinical settings.26 It enables the matching of
current situations with patterns
learned to identify cues and promptly
act, which is crucial in emergency
practice.27
Two simple potential clinical
decision algorithms were developed for comparison. The ﬁrst
relied on clinician gestalt, which is
a novel addition to the literature,
and the second on objective measures of PIVC difﬁculty, similar to
those used in previous research.
The algorithm based on clinician
gestalt out-performed the objective
measures algorithm in every area.
This algorithm fulﬁls all desired
criteria for a suggested PIVC insertion model in the ED as it:

Comparison of the two different clinical decision algorithms and impact on insertion failures

Clinical decision
algorithm

Success preintervention

% of sample
identiﬁed for referral

% of failed PIVC
identiﬁed

Success postintervention

Relative % of
failures prevented

Experience and
gestalt

86% (586/685)

18% (124/685)

57% (56/99)

90% (617/685)

31% (31/99)

Objective
measures

86% (544/633)

22% (142/633)

48% (43/89)

88% (559/633)

17% (15/89)

PIVC, peripheral i.v. cannula.
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Experience level

Patient vessels

Other patient
factors

Beginner
(<100 PIVC)

No palpable
veins or
0 reasonable
sites or
Target < 2mm

Emaciated or
IVDU or
dehydrated or
recent PIVC or
abnormal skin

OR

OR

If any of these factors refer to expert PICV inserter
Beginners may place PIVC only under direct supervision

If none of these factors proceed with PIVC attempt
(refer after 2 failures)
Figure 3. Algorithm to improve ﬁrst-attempt peripheral i.v. cannula success – relying
on objective measures including operator experience, patient clinical state and target
vessel factors.

• enables recognition of a small subgroup of patients (18%) in whom
PIVC attempts are likely to fail,
allowing referral to more expert
inserters prior to a failed attempt.
• rapidly identiﬁes the majority of
situations of PIVC failure (57%).
• achieves an overall ﬁrst-attempt
success rate at PIVC insertion of
90% and results in relative risk
reduction of failed PIVC insertion
of 31%.
• achieves a model where no group
of patients has a PIVC attempt
where the likelihood of success is <75%.
• maintains the ‘teaching and learning’ environment of the ED by
ensuring novice inserters still have
the opportunity to place PIVC to
gain expertise.
• ensures that a specialist vascular
access team does not get overwhelmed as not all potential difﬁcult cases are referred immediately
to the highest tier of vascular
access, but rather upward in a
stepwise fashion.
If the algorithm results are reproducible, then its introduction into
an ED with measures of the impact
on patient and resource outcomes
is essential. Australian EDs see 6.7

million
patients
each
year
(2012–2013), and it is thought that
around 3.35 million of these patients
receive a PIVC.28 Even assuming our
data, which has an unusually high
PIVC success rate, are representative
of the nation, there is the potential
to save A$5.5 million annually by
avoiding about 145 000 unsuccessful insertion procedures with their
associated labour and material
costs. A model based on a lower
ﬁrst-attempt PIVC success rate
would save even more. In 2011, an
Australian study reported the cost
of one PIVC insertion and removal
as A$38.26 Patients would also
avoid the pain, complications and
treatment delays involved in each
insertion failure.

Limitations
This study relied on self-report by
PIVC inserters. The decision to make
this a self-reported study was based
on resource constraints and the aim
to understand a clinician’s own predicted likelihood of insertion success in the course of their usual
clinical practice rather than under
observation. Self-reporting lends itself
to many inherent potential errors.

Under-reporting occurred in our
study, with 734 patients entered over
the study period, when 4433 patients
were seen in ED.
Study inclusion may have been
overlooked when the department
was particularly busy or when
patients were critically ill, and this
may have missed more difﬁcult (and
failed) PIVC insertion cases. In addition, clinical staff performing PIVC
placement may deliberately not have
entered cases where PIVC placement
failed.

Conclusion
When there is a clinical indication
for PIVC insertion in the ED, it
seems a clinician’s ‘gestalt’ is excellent in determining the probability of
PIVC ﬁrst-time insertion success or
failure. It can be used to prospectively stratify patients into groups
according to their risk of PIVC
placement failure.
In the ﬁrst instance, repeating the
study using an observational, rather
than a self-reported, model is
required. If the ﬁndings are similar,
then validation of the clinical decision algorithm in an ED would be
required.
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